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 ردیف نیاز به پاسخ نامه دارد . حتما با خودکار مشکی پاسخ ها نوشته شود. بارم
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Vocabulary 

A. Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.  

 

fluently- habit -popular-heartbeat- depressed 

 

1. The doctor is listening to my grandfather’s ……………. 

2. Smoking is a bad ……………….. . You must give it up. 

3. Working with computers for a long time makes people sick and ………….. 

4. She lived in France so she can speak French ………… 
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B. Match the words with their definitions.  

AB     

5. calm                                               a. surely, certainly 

6. recent                                             b. happening or starting a short time ago 

7. century                                           c. to be or live 

8. absolutely                                      d. a period of 100 years 

                                                           e. without worry 
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C.Use the pictures to fill in the blanks in the following sentences.   

  

 

 

9. There are five ……………… in the world. 

10.Sina is a …………… He does nothing but watching TV and eating. 

11. Deaf people communicate by means of  ………… language. 

12. Water makes up 72 …………….. of earth. 
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A:look at the picture and answer the question. 

13. How much rice has your father bought?  
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B. Choose the best answer.  

 

14. I took------------ photos when I was on holidays. I love all of them. 
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a. much                 b. a little                        c. a few                    d. little 

15.They haven't seen each other …………..three months. 

a. since                    b. from                           c. in                        d. for 

16.There ………….. some ……………. on the table in the kitchen. 

a. are / apple      b. is / apple                 c. is / meat              d. are / meat 

17. How ……………… hours do you sleep every night? 

a.  many                      b. long                         c .often                    d. much 
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C: Complete the following sentences with correct measure words. 

 

18.It is hot. Do you like to eat three…………… of melon?  

19.He bought three …………. of bread for dinner. 

20. In the evenings, we drink two ………….. of tea and a ………… of cake. 
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C: Odd one out. 

 

21. helpful – useful – dangerous – harmless       

22.unimportant – unfortunate – unsafe – understand 
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D:Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb.  

 

23. I ……………my friend six times since last summer.( see ) 

24. She …………………her homework yet .( do ) 
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E: Put the appropriate words in the table. 

 

25. The man is eating lunch quickly. 

26. Yesterday, Mina saw her teacher in the street.  

27.The man ate the sandwich quickly .  

28.He wrote the sentences carefully in the classroom . 

 

        subject       object          verb adverb of manner 

    ………….. 

    ………….. 

  …………. 

  …………. 

  ……………… 

  ……………… 

    ..…………. 

    …………… 
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F. Add the words in parenthesis to the following sentence. 

 

29.  Zahra studies at school. (English-usually) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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G:Write the suitable suffix or prefix for each word. ( There is one extra ) 

 

  in – im – al – dis – ness 
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30.culture : ………….     31. complete : ……………     32. happy : …………   33.agree :…………     
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Reading 

A: Cloze passage:Read the following passage and choose the best answer.  

 

An endangered language is a language that has very few speakers. Nowadays many languages are 

……41……their native speakers. When a language dies, the knowledge and culture ……42… with 

it. A lot of endangered languages are in Ocenia and South America. The number 

of…43….languages of the world is around 7000 and many of them may not ……44…. in the 

future.  

34) a. losing                b. communicating              c. exchanging            d. keeping 

35) a. notice               b. experience                     c. respect                  d. disappear 

36) a. mental               b. impossible                    c. live                        d. deaf 

37) a. vary                   b. exist                             c. host                      d. explain 
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B:Read the texts and answer the questions. 

Passage1:  

Nowadays life is becoming more and more stressful. People live under the pressure of various 

problems social, emotional, mental and others. They constantly suffer from stress, noise and dust 

in big cities. In order to overcome all difficulties , a person should be strong and healthy, take 

care of physical and mental health. There are several ways to do that. Sport is one of the first 

importance. Nowadays different kinds of sports become more accessible for people. The 

healthiest kind of sports are climbing, jogging and yoga. The daily menu includes meat, fruits , 

vegetables and milk products. Fruits and vegetables contain different vitamins and give us 

energy. I prefer milk to coffee, seafood to meat, vegetables soup to fatty food. People go on a diet 

especially women. 

 

                       (Suffer: رنج بردن)         (overcome:غلبه یافتن) 
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38. What kind of problems do people suffer from? 

 

39. What do fruits and vegetables contain? 

 

40. Nowadays people are more depressed than before.            a. true            b. false 

 

41. The healthiest kind of sports are riding and fishing.             a. true           b. false 
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 Good Luckجمع نمرات
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